


If you‘re aiming for the top, you need to be prepared for the 
unexpected. Only perfectly matching components allow ma-
ximum performance. As in the Formula I where no pilot will 
ever use a middle-class tire for his raceway rocket.

High speed causes vibration and shocks, first with the 
ski, then the skier. Therefore Marker has developed the 
oil-hydraulic Piston® Control dampening system. Whether  

straight lining or carving extreme turns, 
a Piston® Control component dampened 

ski always keeps the ski it under control 
even in the most critical  situations, absorbing 

the shocks and allowing you to expand your  
limits. The brand new Piston® Control Turbo 

enhances the dampening effect and intensifies 
the Piston® riding characteristics. 

Marker FREE bindings are equipped with the Big Air Pad to 
dampen absorb big hits and hardest impacts. The new TWIN-
CAM heel delivers maximum grip over the ski boot and pro-
vides super smooth handling.

watch out! 



Brand new and laboratory tested, all current binding sys-
tems fulfil the basic norms. But how realistic are these 
results? And how low are the standards? Every slope, no 
matter if prepared or untouched, has wrinkles, that shake 
ski, boot and binding.

Other bindings systems work hard to eliminate friction in 
the elasticity range; we eliminate it! 

All Marker models are equipped with a unique AFD® system – a 
friction-free stainless steel gliding device. This guarantees 
a nearly consistent release curve, no matter how dirty or 
worn the boot may be.
 
On top of this Marker is the only manufacturer worldwide 
offering a 4-linkage toe. This unique system allows Marker 
to concentrate on retention when your skiing and release 
when you need it. 

Safety on the slopes – but how safe is safe?



Every autumn the same surprise: your kids have grown – new 
equipment required. Year by year buying the latest gear can 
be a big investment, but here‘s the solution: Marker‘s brand 
new Speed Tune System. The binding that allows sole length 
from 218 to 315 mm without re-drilling. 
The free gliding toe as well as the heel are adjustable, yet 
always centered over the ski.  

Of course all Marker Junior bindings are equipped with 
only the best components. The Speed Tune System is designed 
to accompany the kids for years and to grow with their 
increasing demands.

For junior racers we would like to recommend the M1000 
Jr. Comp CC sli as well as the M1000 Jr. Comp EPS® 
with optional Junior Race Interface. These models deliver 
the necessary power on the way to the top.

all Marker Junior models come with an unique 
AFD® gliding device.

The binding 
that grows with the child



A system is only as good as the weakest part.  When  you want 
to hand pick your components, but still want the flexibility 
of a system, IBX and IBC are the answer. Within this range 
you can choose technology straight out of the World 
Cup development: IBX Piston Control, fixed heel and free-
gliding toe.  Initiate and finish your turns with power, ac-
celeration, and confidence.  

For a more forgiving ride, IBC offers free-gliding toe and 
heel with central fixation for a light feel and easy carving.

A variety of toe and heel technologies are available with 
these two platforms for the perfect combination of 
performance and safety.

Both systems are available at select ski schools 
and demo shops for you to 
try before you buy.

systematic
The best of both worlds



The first scientifically approved image of a skier was found 
in Norway and is approximately  4.000 years old. 
But only when Hannes Marker invented the first safety 
release binding in 1952 did the sport as we know it to-
day finally begin to take shape. Modern skiing technique 
is highly developed and the load on man and material in 
extreme conditions is enormous. 

Carving without modern binding systems would not be 
possible. For over 50 years now Marker is leading the way 
in skiing development – be it with the first safety binding 
worldwide or the Piston® Control Turbo technology. 
Find out for yourself why the best skiers in the world 
choose Marker!

from leather straps
to Piston®Control Turbo

competition           high performance                sport per  formance      �



australia    Bentley Sports Pty.Ltd.
Tel.:(61)3 941769 77   Fax.:(61)3 941751 66   info@bsports.com.au

canada     Marker Canada Ltd.
Tel.:(1)514 341 9555   Fax :(1)514 341 4622   info@markercanada.com

denmark    Godsets Agenturer
Tel.:(45)39 656 144   Fax.:(45)39 656 116  
godsetsagenturer@post.tele.dk

finland  Oy Huntteri AB
Tel.:(358)22793 4140  Fax.:(358)2250 5830  tuote.info@hunteri.inet.fi

BENELUX    Tornado Sport BV
Tel.:(31)45 5660 440    Fax.:(31)45 5660 120    info@voelkl.nl

sweden     Combi Sport AB
Tel.:(46)141 202 700    Fax:(46)141 218 702    info@combisport.se

www.yearning.de
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